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DNA profiles generated from minute amounts of single cells

Lovisa Wenäll

The genetic code in our cells is built up by deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) with a sequence that is 
individual and unique to each person. A cell’s origin can be decided by comparing an established DNA 
profile with a known profile. The most publicly known application is in the forensic field and its use for 
identification and for establishing a connection between perpetrators and victims or crime scenes. DNA 
profiling is also commonly used for kinship investigations. The information embedded in the DNA is 
also used for diagnostic purposes in conventional medicine. Generating DNA profiles is a well-
established procedure, which is used daily and for many purposes. An amount of approximately 
150-1500 cells is required to be able to establish a full DNA profile using current methods. There are 
several situations where the amount of material is limited. To enable analysis where the testing material 
is limited it is of great value to develop a method that can perform these analyses on minute amounts of 
cells. If there were a method for generating DNA profiles from single cells then mixed samples from 
crime scenes would be separable. In tumour biology it is also of interest to obtain information from 
single cells. The aim with the thesis was to establish the smallest amount of cells needed for a full DNA 
profile. The thesis started with analyses on extracted DNA. During several experiments dilution series 
were made to investigate the possibilities to establish profiles from minute amounts of extracted DNA. 
The main methods used during this thesis were polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and capillary gel 
electrophoresis (CGE). These methods are well-established tools both in biomedical science and at The 
Department of Forensic Genetics and Forensic Toxicology, National Board of Forensic Medicine. 
Different factors were optimized and the acquired knowledge resulted in application of DNA on FTA® 
Micro Cards. The cards are used in the daily routines and are easy to use. Several experiments were 
then performed on peripheral lymphocytes based on the knowledge acquired during the process. 
Applying a low amount of lymphocytes on FTA cards proved to be very successful and the method 
generates DNA profiles at a single cell level. The method is applicable for approximately 5-10 cells.	
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Abstract 
The genetic code in our cells is built up by deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) with a sequence that 

is individual and unique to each person. A cell’s origin can be decided by comparing an 

established DNA profile with a known profile. The most publicly known application is in the 

forensic field and its use for identification and for establishing a connection between 

perpetrators and victims or crime scenes. DNA profiling is also commonly used for kinship 

investigations. The information embedded in the DNA is also used for diagnostic purposes in 

conventional medicine. Generating DNA profiles is a well-established procedure, which is 

used daily and for many purposes. 

An amount of approximately 150-1500 cells is required to be able to establish a full DNA 

profile using current methods. There are several situations where the amount of material is 

limited. To enable analysis where the testing material is limited it is of great value to develop 

a method that can perform these analyses on minute amounts of cells. If there were a method 

for generating DNA profiles from single cells then mixed samples from crime scenes would 

be separable. In tumour biology it is also of interest to obtain information from single cells. 

The aim with the thesis was to establish the smallest amount of cells needed for a full DNA 

profile. 

The thesis started with analyses on extracted DNA. During several experiments dilution series 

were made to investigate the possibilities to establish profiles from minute amounts of 

extracted DNA.  

The main methods used during this thesis were polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and capillary 

gel electrophoresis (CGE). These methods are well-established tools both in biomedical 

science and at The Department of Forensic Genetics and Forensic Toxicology, National Board 

of Forensic Medicine. 

Different factors were optimized and the acquired knowledge resulted in application of DNA 

on FTA® Micro Cards. The cards are used in the daily routines and are easy to use. Several 

experiments were then performed on peripheral lymphocytes based on the knowledge 

acquired during the process. Applying a low amount of lymphocytes on FTA cards proved to 

be very successful and the method generates DNA profiles at a single cell level. The method 

is applicable for approximately 5-10 cells. 
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Sammanfattning 
Deoxiribonukleinsyra (DNA) är den individuella genetiska koden i våra celler. Genom att 

fastställa DNA-profilen hos celler kan deras ursprung bestämmas om en matchande profil 

finns tillgänglig. För allmänheten är kanske det mest kända användningsområdet för DNA-

profilering inom det forensiska fältet för att identifiera människor och knyta förövare till offer 

och brottsplats. Metoden används också för att bestämma biologiska släktband. Vid genetisk 

diagnostik utnyttjas den information som finns lagrad i DNA:t för att få tillgång till medicinsk 

information om patienter. Analysmetoderna är väletablerade och tillämpas i många olika 

biomedicinska sammanhang. 

För att kunna få en full DNA profil med de analysmetoder som används idag krävs en DNA-

mängd som motsvaras av cirka 150-1500 celler. För att möjliggöra analyser, i fall där det 

endast finns en liten provmängd, är det således intressant att kunna utföra analyser på så få 

celler som möjligt och genom att justera analysparametrar kunna optimera slutresultatet. 

DNA-analyser på enskilda celler skulle innebära att DNA-profiler från olika personer 

involverade i så kallade blandprov från brottsplatser skulle kunna identifieras. Det är också av 

vetenskapligt intresse att kunna utforska DNA från enstaka celler vid exempelvis 

tumörbiologisk forskning.  

De metoder som användes under arbetes gång var huvudsakligen polymeraskedjereaktion 

(PCR) och kapillärgelelektrofores (CGE) som är etablerade arbetsmetoder inom den 

biomedicinska sfären samt även på den rättsgenetiska och rättskemiska avdelningen på 

Rättsmedicinalverket i Linköping. 

Denna studie startade med analyser genomförda på extraherat DNA. I olika experiment 

späddes proven till lägre koncentrationer för att se hur DNA-profilering från små mängder 

extraherat DNA fungerade. Dessa experiment blev också referens för kommande experiment. 

Efter att ha inhämtat kunskap samt optimerat kringliggande faktorer applicerades DNA på 

FTA® Micro Cards. Detta gjordes då korten används i den dagliga verksamheten och är lätta 

att hantera. Slutligen genomfördes flertalet experiment på perifera lymfocyter utifrån de 

slutsatser som dragits tidigare under arbetets gång. Att applicera en liten volym som 

innehåller en liten mängd lymfocyter visade sig vara mycket framgångsrikt och metoden 

hanterar DNA-analyser på singelcellsnivå. Uppskattningsvis klarar metoden så få som 5-10 

celler. 
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Abbreviations 
BSA – bovine serum albumin 

CE – capillary electrophoresis 

CGE – capillary gel electrophoresis 

DNA – deoxyribonucleic acid 

FTA – flinders technology associates 

LIF – laser-induced fluorescence 

NK – natural killer 

OL – off ladder 

PBS – phosphate buffered saline 

PCR – polymerase chain reaction 

RFU – relative fluorescence unit 

SNP – single nucleotide polymorphism 

STR – short tandem repeats 

UV – ultraviolet 

VNTR – variable number of tandem repeat 
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1 Introduction 
This master’s thesis evaluates the possibility to create a credible and reproducible method for 

DNA profiling from single cells. 

The work has been executed at the Department of Forensic Genetics and Forensic 

Toxicology, National Board of Forensic Medicine in Linköping, hereby referred to as the 

department. By access to the department’s premises, laboratory resources and knowledge, the 

experiments were conducted in alignment with methods used at the department, which 

enabled continued use of developed methods for isolation and identification of single cells. 

Educational experiments using extracted DNA were performed to optimize the final results 

before initiating actual experiments with lymphocytes. The extracted DNA originated from 

the same person and the profile therefore easily became known using current methods at the 

department. The experiments were partially conducted in a separated laboratory to minimize 

the risk for contamination. 

1.1 Aim 
The aim was to determine the lowest number of single cells needed for a credible and 

reproducible method for identifying DNA profiles from single cells. The methods primarily 

used were polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) with 

laser induced fluorescence (LIF). Peripheral lymphocytes, extracted DNA, and control DNA 

were used for the experiments. 

1.2 National Board of Forensic Medicine 
The National Board of Forensic Medicine is a public agency in Sweden. The four different 

fields of operation are forensic medicine, forensic psychiatry, forensic toxicology, and 

forensic genetics. Nine departments are based at six different sites around Sweden. 

(Rättsmedicinalverket, 2010) 

Producing reports for legal cases is the primary task of the agency. Police, courts, public 

prosecutors, and local social services commission the analyses and investigations from the 

Board, which results in reports documenting the findings. (Rättsmedicinalverket, 2010) 

The main commission in the field of forensic genetics are kinship investigations and 

identification of deceased. Linköping houses the only department of forensic genetics. By 

using modern DNA techniques the laboratory’s results have high credibility. 

(Rättsmedicinalverket, 2009) 
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Private persons are able to initiate kinship investigations by paying a fee to the department. In 

private investigations all persons involved must leave their consent. In cases initiated by the 

court or social services the persons involved are beholden to consent. It is important that all 

persons involved are informed before investigations are initiated. (Rättsmedicinalverket, 

2009) 

The laboratory is accredited by SWEDAC since December 1997. (Rättsmedicinalverket, 

2009) 

1.3 Thesis background 
DNA profiling currently requires a rather large amount of cells to obtain a credible and 

reproducible result. Finding a credible method for isolation and identification of single cells 

would be of great relevance in forensic and pathological applications. (Di Martino, Giuffré, 

Staiti, Simone, Todaro, & Saravo, 2004) 

One forensic application for single cell DNA analysis would be when investigating felonies. 

Samples containing DNA from several rapists would give a more accurate result if the single 

cells could be analysed individually in a credible way. Different DNA profiles would then be 

distinguishable from each other and thereby allow identification of several offenders. 

From a scientific point of view it would be of great interest to isolate and identify single cells 

as they can reveal information concerning DNA rearrangement and cell fusion. It has 

previously been shown that aggressive tumour cells’ surfaces contain macrophage markers, 

which could imply some kind of fusion that promotes tumour progression. (Svanvik, 2008) 

With a reliable analysis of single cells it would be possible to determine if macrophages fuse 

with other cells. Isolating and profiling a single tumour cell from a bone marrow transplanted 

patient would also make it possible to decide if cell fusion has occurred between donor and 

recipient. If the cell contains both DNA from the patient and DNA from the donor it would 

verify that the patient’s tumour cells and the donor’s macrophages have fused. 

Other areas of application, besides oncogenesis and forensic applications, are somatic 

maturation steps, meiosis, fertilization, and embryogenesis. There have been several 

difficulties associated with multiplex PCR, concerning genomic DNA obtained from single 

cells, and therefore multiple single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping has not been a 

reliable method of choice. (Kumar, Garnova, Reagin, & Vidali, 2008)  

Several loci are amplified at the same time in Multiplex PCR. (Kwok, 2010) 
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A method for profiling single cells would also be useable when identifying cultured cells. By 

analysing single cells it would be possible to determine if all cells are equal in the culture. 

One obstacle amongst others is the presence of PCR inhibitors in the sample. One method to 

overcome the inhibition is by DNA purification or, if the DNA concentration is high, dilution. 

It has been shown that different DNA polymerases may have different abilities to resist the 

effects of various PCR inhibitors. (Hedman, Nordgaard, Rasmusson, Ansell, & Rådström, 

2009) 

It was recently shown that blending inhibitor-resistant DNA-polymerases further increases the 

rate for a successful PCR. A blend consisting of ExTaq HOT Start and PicoMaxx High 

Fidelity significantly improved the results compared to AmpliTaq Gold. (Hedman, 

Nordgaard, Dufva, Rasmusson, Ansell, & Rådström, 2010)  

PicoMaxx High Fidelity was purchased for these experiments and used as an alternative to the 

departments standard DNA-polymerase AmpliTaq Gold. Based on earlier studies better 

results were expected when PicoMaxx High Fidelity was used. (Hedman, Nordgaard, 

Rasmusson, Ansell, & Rådström, 2009) 

Although AmpliTaq Gold can be considered the most common DNA polymerase applied in 

forensic science it has clearly been shown that it is not the optimal choice for samples 

showing PCR inhibition. (Hedman, Nordgaard, Rasmusson, Ansell, & Rådström, 2009) 

The low DNA concentration in samples with single cells is one of the main issues regarding 

DNA profiling of single cells. It is therefore important not to damage the DNA in the lysis of 

the cell, since there is only one copy of the genome present. The amplification is also critical 

as only one copy of each allele is available for the initial cycles of amplification. Due to the 

low amount of DNA each step is critical for a correct result. (Kumar, Garnova, Reagin, & 

Vidali, 2008)  

One approach to improve DNA profiling results is to increase the number of amplification 

cycles during PCR. It has been evaluated, using DNA from mock casework samples, that 34 

cycles scores more alleles than 30 cycles using Identifiler® reactions. When using diluted 

DNA in Identifiler® reactions the average allele height in the electropherograms are lower for 

28 cycles in comparison with both 30 and 34 cycles. Results from diluted DNA also show that 

34 cycles scores more alleles than both 30 and 28 cycles. (Roeder, Elsmore, Greenhalgh, & 

McDonald, 2009)  
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2 Theory 
Different devices, tools, and solutions were used for the experiments. PCR and CGE-LIF 

were the main devices used. Work pipettes and reaction plates (MicroAmp™ Optical 96-Well 

Reaction Plate, Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, USA) were used for the laboratory work.  

The work was carefully conducted using gloves and laboratory coat. Materials were placed in 

a crosslinker (CL-1000 Ultraviolet Crosslinker, UVP, Upland, USA) before entering the 

laboratory area.  

Extracted DNA for the initial experiments was acquired and the initial DNA concentration 

was established to 2000 pg/µL by using a nanodropper (NanoDrop 2000, Thermo Scientific, 

Waltham, USA). 
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2.1 Allelic Markers 
The markers used for profiling both the extracted DNA and lymphocytes are listed in Table 1. 

They are all include in the commercial STR multiplex kit AmpF!STR® Identifiler ™ from 

Applied Biosystems. 

>&"8/929S9*5++&%A91-9$?/95#/49+&%@/%#(9D/*!2,F'*!-/&G-!,!-H)),+(!&A!2/*!),+I*+-!H-*@!A&+!7+&A0'01;!01!,''!
*B7*+0)*12-!&A!2/0-!2/*-0-#9
2Y9/227JKKGGG#.-2'#10-2#;&LK-2+F,-*M!"N!O*1P,1I!2&7!-2+,1@M!9N!P&22&)!-2+,1@9

Marker name Chromosomal location1 Repetitive1 

D8S1179 8q24.13 [TATC]2 

D21S11 21q21.1 [TCTA], [TCTG]2 

D7S820 7q21.11 [GATA]2 

CSF1PO 5q33.1 [AGAT]2 

D3S1358 3p21.31 [AGAT], [TCTA]3 

TH01 11p15.5 [AATG]3 

D13S317 13q31.1 [GATA]3 

D16S539 16q24.1 [GATA]2 

D2S1338 2q35 [TGCC]n[TTCC]n 

D19S433 19q12 (AAGG)(AAAG)(AAGG)(TAGG)[AAGG]n 

vWA 12p13.31 [AGAT]3 

TPOX 2p25.3 [AATG]2 

D18S51 18q21.33 [GAAA]2 

Amelogenin X and Y  

D5S818 5q23.2 [AGAT]2 

FGA 4q28 [TTTC]3TTTTTTCT[CTTT]nCTCC[TTCC]2 2 
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2.2 PCR amplification 
2.2.1 Polymerase chain reaction 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a way of conducting DNA cloning in vitro. The synthesis 

is performed at target sequences in the starting DNA by oligonucleotide sequences acting as 

primers, which results in replicates of the target sequences. PCR can also be used to amplify 

multiple different target DNA sequences. Mixtures of several different primers are used to 

amplify multiple target sequences. (Strachan & Read, Amplifying DNA: Cell-based DNA 

cloning and PCR, 2010) 

The process can be divided into three different steps: denaturation, primer annealing, and 

DNA synthesis, each conducted at specific temperature. The three reactions are repeated and 

the process therefore consists of a series of cycles. The first step in the cycle denaturises 

newly synthesized template DNA and in the second step annealing occurs, which means that 

the primers bind to target sequences. In the final step DNA polymerase extends the primers, 

which mediates the synthesis of DNA. Running a PCR for 28 of these cycles takes 

approximately 3 hours. (Strachan & Read, Amplifying DNA: Cell-based DNA cloning and 

PCR, 2010)(Theophilus, 2008) 

The amount of target DNA increases exponentially as the newly synthesised DNA strands 

also serve as templates for further synthesis. DNA synthesized from the original target 

increases linearly. Because of the reaction components, the amplification will level off in later 

cycles. (Strachan & Read, Amplifying DNA: Cell-based DNA cloning and PCR, 

2010)(Theophilus, 2008) 

One advantage with PCR is its sensitivity but it is also a disadvantage. PCR is very vulnerable 

to contamination, which enables the risk of false-positive results. It is therefore very important 

with cleanliness when executing PCR. Ultraviolet (UV) radiation can also be used to reduce 

contamination as it damages amplified products, which therefore cannot act as template and 

produce false results. (Theophilus, 2008) 
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2.2.2 DNA polymerases 
In PCR a DNA polymerase is used for initiation of the synthesis of new DNA strands. Even 

though the synthesis step takes place at approximately 70-75°C the DNA polymerase used 

must withstand even higher temperatures during denaturation. As a result the enzyme must be 

heat-stable and DNA polymerases have therefore been isolated from microorganisms living in 

hot springs. Commonly used DNA polymerases are Taq polymerase from Thermus aquaticus 

and Pfu polymerase from Pyrococcus furiosus. (Strachan & Read, Amplifying DNA: Cell-

based DNA cloning and PCR, 2010)(Rakshit, 2010) 

Taq polymerases 
Taq polymerases were found early and are widely used. A disadvantage with Taq polymerase 

is its inability to provide a proofreading activity. (Strachan & Read, Amplifying DNA: Cell-

based DNA cloning and PCR, 2010)(Rakshit, 2010) 

Pfu polymerases 
One advantage with Pfu polymerases from Pyrococcus furiosus is its ability to provide a 

proofreading activity. The main disadvantage in comparison with Taq polymerases is that Pfu 

polymerases require more time for amplification. (Strachan & Read, Amplifying DNA: Cell-

based DNA cloning and PCR, 2010)(Rakshit, 2010) 

2.2.3 Commercial DNA polymerases 
Several companies produce and manufacture different DNA polymerases. They often sell 

complete kits containing all essential elements for DNA profiling.  

Applied Biosystems offer AmpliTaq and AmpliTaq Gold, which is their version of Taq 

polymerase. The difference between AmpliTaq and AmpliTaq Gold is that the latter requires 

thermal activation. (Applied Biosystems, 2010) 

Qiagen offers amongst others their own versions of Taq polymerase such as TopTaq DNA 

polymerase and HotStarTaq DNA polymerase. (Qiagen, 2010) 

Agilent Technologies also manufactures several different DNA polymerases for PCR. They 

do not only offer Pfu polymerase but also mixtures of DNA polymerases such as PicoMaxx 

High Fidelity PCR system. PicoMaxx High Fidelity PCR system is a mixture of cloned Taq 

and Pfu DNA polymerases in combination with ArchaeMaxx polymerase-enhancing factor. 

Antibodies inhibit polymerase activity until cycling begins. (Agilent Technologies, 2010) 

Available for these experiments were AmpliTaq Gold and PicoMaxx High Fidelity PCR 

system. AmpliTaq Gold is the DNA polymerase most commonly used at the department. 
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2.3 Analysis of PCR products 
CGE-LIF was used to analyse the PCR products. The mix used during amplification in the 

PCR contained fluorescence-labelled primers and enabled detection of DNA by CGE-LIF. 

2.3.1 Capillary gel electrophoresis 
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) has many advantages over classical gel-based separations. It is 

primarily speed and resolution that are the major benefits with CE. However, biopolymers 

such as RNA, DNA, or sodium dodecyl sulphate loaded proteins have constant charge-to-size 

ratio and therefore also very similar electrophoretic motilities, which is a problem in 

traditional CE. (Sanchez-Vega, 2008) 

To overcome this obstacle the separation is conducted in capillaries filled with gel solution, 

thereby called capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE). The different sizes of the biopolymers 

make them pass through the capillary with different velocity because of the gel. Larger ions 

experiences reduced migration rate as they are entangled in the gel whilst the smaller ions 

migrate more quickly through the gel. (Sanchez-Vega, 2008) 

It is very common to analyse repetitive DNA sequences in forensic DNA typing. Variable 

number of tandem repeats (VNTR) and short tandem repeats (STR) are the two general 

groups of polymorphic tandem repeats. Polymerase and primers, flanking the regions of 

interest, promotes amplification of products with different lengths. As the length of the 

product is proportional to the number of repeat, the products can be identified as individual 

alleles by CGE. The human genome consists of pairs of chromosomes and therefore only two 

different alleles can occur at each locus in a single person. (Sanchez-Vega, 2008) 

Using STR is very beneficial as the number of tandem repeats varies greatly between 

individuals. Up to 15 different alleles can occur in some loci. As they also show high level of 

heterozygosity they are often used as genetic markers. (Sanchez-Vega, 2008) 

Forensic samples are often analysed with CGE as DNA profiles are generated. Laser-induced 

fluorescence (LIF) is often used as the detector. (Sanchez-Vega, 2008) 

The results are illustrated as an electropherogram where the alleles are shown as peaks. (Gault 

& McClenaghan, 2009) 

An example of an electropherogram can be seen in Figure 1. 
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2.3.2 Data analysis 
The computer program GeneMapper (GeneMapper™ ID v3.2, Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, 

USA) was used for analyses of the results from CGE-LIF. Heights of the alleles were used as 

an overall measurement to enable comparison between different runs and experiments. A 

comparative result from each run could therefore be collected for further analysis.  

Unidentified alleles, labelled as off ladder (OL), were deleted. Other results were imported to 

an Excel document although false alleles lower than 50 relative fluorescence unit (rfu) were 

not used in further analyses. True alleles above 50 rfu and true alleles below 50 rfu were 

distinguished from each other. The department uses 50 rfu as a limit in daily routine. 
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2.4 FTA cards 
FTA (flinders technology associates) cards, see Figure 2, (Indicating FTA® Micro Card, 

Whatman®, Kent, UK) are used in the daily routines at the department. Other authorities are 

able to easily collect samples from individuals by a simple buccal swab. FTA cards are 

supplied with a pink layer that changes to white when sample is applied which aids in further 

usage of the sample. DNA profiles can be determined from the DNA available on the FTA 

cards after sending the card to the department. 

 

Indicating FTA® Micro Cards from Whatman® utilises the company’s own patented 

technique. The cards contain different chemicals that combined lyse cells, denature proteins 

and protect nucleic acids from nucleases, oxidative damage and UV damage. Membranes and 

organelles are lysed when a sample is applied on the card. The card contains a matrix, which 

captures the released nucleic acids amongst its fibres. (Whatman, 2007-2009) 

The matrix is cellulose-based and contains chemicals such as formamide, citrate, and Trizma-

base. It lyses cells and preserves the nucleic acids. The card also contains preservatives that 

inactivate bacteria and viruses, which both protect the samples from contamination and 

persons handling the cards from infections. Another main advantage with FTA paper is that it 

can be stored in room temperature for longer periods. (Al Safar, Abidi, Khazanehdari, 

Dadour, & Tay, 2011) 

2.5 Lymphocytes 
Lymphocytes originate from bone marrow and are important for the human immune system. 

In the secondary lymphoid organs the cells encounter antigens, which are the molecules that 

induces immune responses. (Strachan & Read, Cells and cell-cell communication, 2010) 

;).5%/969S93,4)'&$),.9;>!Z9<)'%19E&%4(9
D/*!70.2H+*!-/&G-!,1!01@0.,201;!CD6!.,+@!H-*@!,2!2/*!
@*7,+2)*12#!D/*!701I!.&,201;!./,1;*-!2&!G/02*!G/*1!-,)7'*!0-!
,77'0*@#!
:&''*.2*@!A+&)!!!!"!#$%&$'"()&!"T$TU$$U$=#!
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Lymphocytes can be divided in three main categories; B cells, T cells, and natural killer (NK) 

cells. All of these types can be found in peripheral blood as T cells use the blood stream for 

transportation whilst B and NK cells commonly stall in the blood. (Strachan & Read, Cells 

and cell-cell communication, 2010) 

Cell size and shape differs greatly amongst different cell types. Eukaryotic cells have an 

average diameter of 10-30 µm in contrast to mammalian egg cells that have a diameter of 

approximately 100 µm. Bacterial cells are smaller than eukaryotic and have an average 

diameter of approximately 1 µm. (Strachan & Read, Cells and cell-cell communication, 2010) 
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3 Materials & Methods 
3.1 Laboratory equipment 
The department provided DNA, extracted according to routine procedures, and it was used for 

the initial experiments. In those experiments the extracted DNA originated from the same 

subject. The purpose of the experiments with extracted DNA was to learn the methods needed 

for further single cell experiments and the results obtained were important for future 

experiments. The concentration of the extracted DNA was initially established to 2000 pg/µL 

by using a nanodropper.  

The Department of Clinical immunology and transfusion medicine at The University Hospital 

in Linköping supplied the peripheral lymphocytes required for the experiments with single 

cells. They also determined the concentration of lymphocytes. Separation and determination 

of the concentration were done according to routines. For separation Lymphoprep was used. 

Lymphoprep is a glucose solution that is added to the blood and after centrifugation the 

mononuclear cells can be distinguished as they places above the Lymphoprep. PBS was used 

for washing and dilution. A cell counter (Swelab Alfa, Swelab, Stockholm, Sweden) 

established the concentrations of lymphocytes. A mixture of lymphocytes from two different 

persons was used for investigating the possibility to obtain a full profile from a single cell.  

Laboratory work was conducted in the premises of the department. All laboratory work before 

the PCR was conducted in a cabinet, which was cleansed by UV-radiation between the 

experiments. Gloves and a laboratory coat were worn during laboratory work. 

PCR, see Figure 3, (GeneAmp® PCR system 9700, Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, USA) was 

used for amplification of DNA and a CGE-LIF, see Figure 4, (3100 Genetic Analyzer, 

Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, USA) was used for analysis of the PCR product. PCR and 

CGE-LIF are widely used routines in biochemical laboratories. 

!

!
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The DNA polymerases AmpliTaq Gold (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, USA) and PicoMaxx 

High Fidelity (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA) were used in the experiments. 

For the PCR reactions using AmpliTaq Gold the same Identifiler® kit (AmpF!STR® 

Identifiler® PCR Amplification Kit, Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, USA) was used and 

between the experiments it was stored at -25°C. The kit contains reagents mix, primer set, and 

control DNA. Additional DNA polymerase was added to the kit as it was used up before the 

other components.  

A mix was blended and added to each well in the reaction plate before the PCR. The formula 

for the mixture is described in Table 2. No H2O was used in the mix added to the well used as 

positive control. A positive control, Control DNA 9947A (AmpF!STR® Identifiler® PCR 

Amplification Kit, Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, USA), was used in all reactions. The well 

holding the positive control always contained 6 µL of mix without H20 and 4 µL of Control 

DNA, which gave a reaction volume of 10 µL. No H20 was added to this sample because of 

the lower concentration of DNA in the Control DNA 9947A. Milli-Q® water (Milli-Q 

Synthesis A10, MILLIPORE, Billerica, USA) was used as H2O in the mix, for dilution of 

extracted DNA and for washing. Milli-Q® water is ultrapure and should therefore contain no 

ionic or organic contaminants. 

Two different setups of PCR were used, one phase and two phase. The setups are shown in 

Table 3 and Table 4. One phase PCR was only used in the two setups Initial experiment on 

extracted DNA and Consensus profiles from extracted DNA. Two phase PCR was used in all 

the other experiments.  

>&"8/969S9;1%+58&9-1%9$?/934/,$)-)8/%Z9%/&'$)1,9+)O(9D/*!2,F'*!-/&G-!2/*!L&'H)*-!1**@*@!&A!*,./!+*,;*12!7*+!
-,)7'*#!D/*!+*,.20&1!)0B!H-*@!A&+!2/*!%:?!G,-!F'*1@*@!A&+!,''!-,)7'*-!,2!2/*!-,)*!20)*!A&+!*,./!*B7*+0)*12#!5&!X"Y!
G,-!,@@*@!01!2/*!G*''!H-*@!,-!7&-020L*!.&12+&'!@H*!2&!2/*!'&G*+!.&1.*12+,20&1!&A!456!01!2/*!:&12+&'!456!==E86#9

 µL/sample 

Reaction mix 4 

Primer set 2 

DNA polymerase 0.2 

H2O 3 
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>&"8/9=9S9!"#$%&'(#9DEF(9D/*!-2,1@,+@!%:?U7+&;+,)!H-*@!,2!2/*!@*7,+2)*12!A&+!456!,)7'0A0.,20&1#!4H+01;!2/*!&1*!
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9 Hold 3 Temp. 28 cycles Holds 

Temp. [°C] 95.0 94.0 59.0 72.0 60.0 25.0 

Time [min] 11:00 1:00 1:00 1:00 60:00 ! 

9
>&"8/9B9S9)*+$%&'(#9DEF(9D/0-!0-!,!)&@0A0*@!%:?U7+&;+,)!2/,2!0-!H-*@!G/*1!&1'(!,!-),''!,)&H12!&A!456!0-!,L,0',F'*#!
C&+!2/*-*!*B7*+0)*12-!2/*!1H)F*+!&A!.(.'*-!G*+*!./,1;*@!@*7*1@01;!&1!2/*!*B7*+0)*12!,1@!2![!$<M!"TM!""!&+!"E#9

9 Hold 3 Temp. 10 cycles 3 Temp. N cycles Holds 

Temp. [°C] 95.0 94.0 59.0 72.0 90.0 59.0 72.0 60.0 25.0 

Time [min] 11:00 1:00 1:00 1:00 1:00 1:00 1:00 60:00 ! 

 

All samples were handled in the same way for analysis in the CGE. Preparation was made 

according to the department’s daily routines where a cocktail, consisting of 1800 µL Hi-Di 

Formamide and 70 µL LIZ500, was used in each well. LIZ500 is a commercial in-lane-

standard that is marked with an orange fluorescent group. Formamide was used for 

denaturation of the PCR products. 

Cocktail (8 µL) was added to each well of a new reaction plate. Allelic standard ladder (1.4 

µL) was then added to specific wells. Finally 1 µL of each amplification product was added to 

the new reaction plate. The new reaction plates underwent centrifugation to merge the liquid 

in each well. The plate was then assembled in the holder intended for the CGE and placed in 

the machine. 

For the analysis in CGE-LIF the correct sample sheet was connected to the plate’s position 

and then the analysis was performed. 

The first sets of experiments were conducted using extracted DNA diluted to specific 

concentrations transferred to reaction plates used in the PCR. Each sample was in liquid form.  

The second set of experiments was also conducted with extracted DNA diluted to specified 

concentrations but the sample solutions were instead applied on FTA cards. Small paper 

punches were transferred to reaction plates, which were used in the PCR.  

The third set of experiments concerned dilution and application of lymphocytes directly on 

FTA cards. Paper punches were transferred to reaction plates followed by PCR.  

All samples were analysed the same way, as previously described, in CGE-LIF and 

GeneMapper regardless of precedent treatment.  
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My own DNA profile was also established to enable identification of possible contamination. 

During profiling of my own DNA I was also able to see how the routine work was executed at 

the department and practise some of the steps included in the procedure. 

3.2 DNA profiling from extracted DNA 
These initial experiments were conducted with extracted and purified DNA provided by the 

department and it was stored in -25 °C between the experiments. The DNA originated from 

the same person and therefore the established profile could be used as a key during the 

experiments. 

The same PCR kit was used for all of these experiments and it was not used for any other 

experiments at the department. 

3.2.1 Preparation  
Initial experiments of extracted DNA 
A dilution series was made from the original concentration of 2000 pg/µL. The dilution series 

followed the pattern 1:2 and Milli-Q® water was used for the dilution. The series ranged from 

2000 pg/µL down to 5 pg/µL. A sample (of 1 µL) was transferred to each well in the reaction 

plate. 

Consensus profiles from extracted DNA 
A dilution series with the concentrations 20 pg/µL, 10 pg/µL, and 5 pg/µL was prepared by 

addition of Milli-Q water.  

For the concentration 20 pg/µL two samples were transferred to wells in the reaction plate. 

For the other concentrations four equal samples were added to wells in the reaction plate. The 

volume of each sample was 1 µL. 

Four setups of PCR and two different enzymes 
A dilution series with the concentrations 50 pg/µL, 10 pg/µL, and 5 pg/µL was prepared by 

addition of Milli-Q® water. Four samples were used for each concentration in each set and 

the sample volume was 1 µL. 

3.2.2 PCR  
Initial experiment on extracted DNA and Consensus profiles from extracted DNA 
One phase PCR for 28 cycles was used in combination with Identifiler® kit and 28 cycles. 

AmpliTaq Gold was the DNA polymerase used for the experiments. Mix (9 µL), see Table 2, 

were added to each well and the reaction volume in the PCR was set to 10 µL. 
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Four setups of PCR and two different enzymes 
Two phase PCR, see Table 4, was used and four different numbers of cycles were used: 28, 

30, 32, and 34. The different number of cycles resulted in the use of four different PCR 

blocks.  

Two types of DNA polymerase served the experiment: AmpliTaq Gold and PicoMaxx High 

Fidelity. Both were tested for each different set of cycles resulting in eight different set ups. 

For the samples using PicoMaxx High Fidelity as the DNA polymerase a different set of mix 

was used for the PCR. The formula for the mix is described in Table 5. The samples with 

AmpliTaq Gold used the reaction mix described in Table 2. The reaction volumes in the PCR 

were 10 µL for all eight settings. 

>&"8/9C9V9;1%+58&9-1%9$?/9%/&'$)1,9+)O95#/49R)$?9D)'1<&OO9\).?9;)4/8)$A9/,TA+/(9D/*!L&'H)*-!A&+!*,./!+*,;*12!
01!2/*!)0B!H-*@!A&+!%:?#!5&!X"Y!G,-!,@@*@!01!2/*!G*''!H-*@!,-!7&-020L*!.&12+&'!@H*!2&!2/*!'&G*+!.&1.*12+,20&1!&A!456!
01!:&12+&'!456!==E86#9

 µL/sample 

H2O 3.8 

BSA 1 

dNTP 0.8 

10xPicoMaxx Buffer 1.5 

Identifiler primers 1 

PicoMaxx enzyme 0.4 

 

3.3 DNA profiling from extracted DNA applied on FTA card 
The same PCR kit was used for all of these experiments and was not used for any other 

experiments at the department. Additional DNA polymerase was added since the DNA 

polymerase in the original kit was not enough for all of the experiments. 

3.3.1 Preparation and application of extracted DNA on FTA card 
Only a small volume, 0.5 µL, was applied to the card to allow collection of all of the applied 

solution. As the original concentration was 2000 pg/µL approximately 1000 pg of DNA was 

applied to the card. The sample was easily seen as a white little dot against the pink 

background of the card. 
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The sample dots were punched manually and transferred to reaction plates. Two equal 

samples were created. The paper dots were washed with Milli-Q® water three times before 

the PCR-mix was added. 

3.3.2 PCR 
Two phase PCR was used for 32 cycles. AmpliTaq Gold was used as the DNA polymerase. 

The reaction mix followed the standards described in Table 2.  

Mix (9 µL) were added to each well and the reaction volume in the PCR was set to 10 µL. 

3.4 DNA profiling from lymphocytes applied on FTA card 
Lymphocytes were provided by the Department of Clinical immunology and transfusion 

medicine at The University Hospital in Linköping.  

3.4.1 Preparation and application of lymphocytes on FTA card 
Lymphocytes from a single person 
A sample containing 1000 lymphocytes/µL diluted in PBS was collected from the Department 

of Clinical immunology and transfusion medicine.  

By using PBS-BSA a dilution series was made with the ratio 1:2. For each concentration 0.5 

µL of sample was added to Indicating FTA® Micro Cards resulting in dots containing an 

estimation of 125, 62, 31, 16, 8, 4, 2, and 1 cells. The dilution and the application on the cards 

were made the day of pick-up. 

Three samples were applied on each card for the samples corresponding to 2 cells and 1 cell. 

The dots were manually punched and transferred to reaction plates. Each punch was then 

washed three times with Milli-Q® water. Mix (9 µL), described in Table 2, was added to each 

well.  
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Mixed lymphocytes from two persons 
A female sample containing 1100 lymphocytes/µL and a male sample containing 1000 

lymphocytes/µL was collected from the Department of Clinical immunology and transfusion 

medicine. By using PBS-BSA a dilution series was made for both samples. The dilution series 

ranged from 200 lymphocytes/µL to 1 lymphocyte/µL. For each concentration 0.5 µL of 

sample was applied on Indicating FTA® Micro Cards resulting in dots containing an 

estimation of 100, 50, 25, 13, 7, 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 cells for both the female and male. 

A mix containing equal amounts from the female and male was prepared for each 

concentration. A small volume (0.5 µL) of each mixed concentration was applied immediately 

after the mixing had taken place. 

The dots were manually punched and transferred to reaction plates. Each punch was then 

washed three times with Milli-Q® water. Mix (9 µL), described in Table 2, was added to each 

well. 

Two equal experiments were made, Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, though two different 

setups of mix were used. Experiment 1 used the ordinary kit used in the thesis’ other 

experiments. Experiment 2 used the department’s kit used in the daily routine. The kit in 

Experiment 2 had therefore not been unfrozen as many times as the kit used in the thesis’ 

other experiments. Mix (9 µL), described in Table 2, was added to each well. Experiment 1 

and Experiment 2 were not conducted at the same time. 

3.4.2 PCR 
Lymphocytes from a single person and Mixed lymphocytes from two persons 
Two phase PCR was executed with AmpliTaq Gold and the cycle number was set to 32. The 

reaction volume was set to 10 µL.  
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4 Results 
The results from different experiments are listed below. Some additional data is found in the 

appendices. 

4.1 DNA profiling from extracted DNA 
Initial experiment of extracted DNA 
The results from Initial experiment on extracted DNA are showed below in Table 6. A full 

profile, 31 alleles, was obtained with 100 pg DNA (~16 cells) although also 9 false alleles 

with rfu > 50 were found. A full profile with no allelic drop-in was obtained from 200 pg 

DNA (~31 cells).  

Notable is the results from the sample containing 50 pg DNA (~8 cells) and 20 pg DNA (~3 

cells) where a considerable high amount of alleles, 30 and 26, were found while very few 

allelic drop-ins, 2 and 0, emerged. 

>&"8/9H9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9,"-.-'/$#0%#1-2#".($+3$#0.1'4.#5$678(9D/*!2,F'*!@0-7',(-!2/*!+*-H'2-!A+&)!3',%,$+4-5*-6,&-'%4
)'4-5%6$(%-.47284G/*+*!*B2+,.2*@!456!,1@!6)7'09$:!O&'@!G,-!H-*@#!"<!.(.'*-!G*+*!+H1!01!2/*!%:?#!C,'-*!7*,I-!G02/!
,!/*0;/2!'&G*+!2/,1!>T!+AH!/,L*!F**1!*B.'H@*@#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

2000 0 0 0 

1000 31 0 0 

500 31 0 0 

200 31 0 0 

100 31 0 9 

50 30 1 2 

20 26 3 0 

10 17 2 0 

5 10 4 0 

 

Consensus profiles from extracted DNA 
The initial results from Consensus profiles from extracted DNA are displayed in Table 7 and 

Table 8 is the consensus profile displayed. For 20 pg 2 wells were used in the PCR and for 10 

pg and 5 pg 4 wells were used. CGE were performed once from each sample. As in Initial 

experiment on extracted DNA the number of true alleles were 31.  
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In Table 7, which displays the initial results, it is shown that almost no allelic drop-ins with 

rfu > 50 emerged. For 10 pg DNA (~2 cells) the number of true alleles with rfu > 50 were 

relatively high for all four samples. The number of true alleles found with rfu > 50 differs 

more within the group holding 5 pg DNA (~1 cell). 

>&"8/9P9S9F/#58$#9-%1+99+"(#"(:($%1+3-/#($31+2$#0.1'4.#5$678(9D/*!2,F'*!@0-7',(-!2/*!01020,'!+*-H'2-!A+&)!;)'0-'0<04
*6)=,+-04=6)&4-5%6$(%-.4728!G/*+*!*B2+,.2*@!456!,1@!6)7'09$:!O&'@!G,-!H-*@#!"<!.(.'*-!G*+*!+H1!01!2/*!%:?#!"!&+!E!
-,)7'*-!G*+*!7+*7,+*@!A&+!*,./!.&1.*12+,20&1#!C,'-*!7*,I-!G02/!,!/*0;/2!'&G*+!2/,1!>T!+AH!/,L*!F**1!*B.'H@*@#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

Sample 

No. 

Correct alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

Correct alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 12 6 0 
20 

2 30 0 0 

1 26 0 1 

2 29 0 0 

3 30 0 0 
10 

4 28 0 0 

1 17 2 0 

2 6 10 0 

3 9 7 0 
5 

4 13 8 0 

 

When merging the results for consensus a more complete profile was obtained and the results 

are displayed in Table 8. The data in Table 8 has been cleared from true alleles with an rfu < 

50 and an average of the peak heights has been calculated before counting the number of 

alleles for each amount of DNA. The average is calculated from the obtained rfu values from 

each sample and therefore alleles that were not found have not contributed to the average. All 

peaks found with a height higher than 50 rfu has contributed to the three consensus profiles. 

Table 8 shows the results obtained when using a consensus result for each amount of DNA. 

Even for the minute amount of 5 pg DNA (~1 cell) 27 out of 31 alleles can be established. 

Experiments on even lower amounts of DNA were performed but did not, as expected, result 

in acceptable profiles. 
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>&"8/9I9S9F/#58$#9-%1+99+"(#"(:($%1+3-/#($31+2$#0.1'4.#5$678(9D/*!1H)F*+!&A!,''*'*-!A&H1@!G/*1!.+*,201;!,!
.&1-*1-H-!7+&A0'*!H-01;!2/*!,L*+,;*!&A!2/*!&F2,01*@!+*-H'2-#!?*-H'2-!G02/!+AH!\!>T!/,L*!1&2!F**1!H-*@!A&+!.+*,201;!2/*!
.&1-*1-H-!7+&A0'*#!VB2+,.2*@!456!,1@!6)7'09$:!O&'@!G*+*!H-*@#!"<!.(.'*-!G*+*!+H1!01!2/*!%:?#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

20 30 0 

10 31 1 

5 27 0 

 

Four setups of PCR and two different enzymes 
All results from the eight series the experiment can be found in Supplement 1 to Supplement 

8 in Appendices I - Four setups of PCR and two different enzymes. Allelic drop-ins with rfu < 

50 have been deleted from the data. 

In Table 9 all false and true alleles with a rfu < 50 have been deleted. A consensus profile 

from the four samples for each setup has been used for calculating the number of alleles. 

Allelic dropouts have not contributed to the average. The true number of alleles is 31 and was 

established in previous experiments. 

>&"8/9Q9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9;+:1$(#.:%($+3$<9=$'"5$.*+$5-33#1#".$#">?2#((9D/*!*B7*+0)*12!2*-2*@!A&H+!@0AA*+*12!
1H)F*+-!&A!.(.'*-!R"<M!9TM!9"!]!9EN!,1@!2G&!@0AA*+*12!456!7&'()*+,-*-!R6)7'09$:!O&'@!,1@!%0.&^,BB!X0;/!C0@*'02(N#!
D/*!2,F'*!-/&G-!2/*!1H)F*+!&A!,''*'*-!&F2,01*@!A+&)!2/*!.&1-*1-H-!+*-H'2!&A!2/*!A&H+!-,)7'*-!01!*,./!-*2H7#!Y1'(!
+*-H'2-!G02/!+AH!_!>T!,+*!01.'H@*@!01!2/*!.,'.H',20&1-#!D/*!7+&A0'*!.&12,01-!9$!2+H*!,''*'*-#9

 Amount of DNA [pg] 50 10 5 

Cycles DNA polymerase True False True False True False 

AmpliTaq Gold 28 0 1 0 0 0 
28 

PicoMaxx High Fidelity 24 14 3 1 1 0 

AmpliTaq Gold 30 0 16 1 11 2 
30 

PicoMaxx High Fidelity 31 13 19 12 11 7 

AmpliTaq Gold 31 2 19 0 9 0 
32 

PicoMaxx High Fidelity 31 13 26 18 15 17 

AmpliTaq Gold 31 4 19 1 4 2 
34 

PicoMaxx High Fidelity 31 18 21 22 16 18 
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As can be seen in Table 9 for 50 pg DNA (~8 cells) a full profile, 31 alleles, was obtained for 

almost all settings. The results for 5 pg DNA (~1 cell) indicate that more cycles can improve 

the result but also that more allelic drop-ins appear. 

The results also shows that settings with PicoMaxx High Fidelity results in more true alleles 

being found but also that more allelic drop-ins with an rfu > 50 occurs which obstructs the 

possibility to identify the correct profile.  

The results show that with 50 pg DNA (~8 cells) and a slightly increased number of cycles 

from 28 it is possible to establish a full profile with all true alleles from assembly of four 

equal samples. 

4.2 DNA profiling from extracted DNA applied on FTA card 
A small volume of 0.5 µL, from extracted DNA (2000 pg/µL), was added to an FTA card. 

One punch was manually made and most of the dot was covered by the punch. Therefore the 

highest possible amount of DNA available in the punch was 1000 pg DNA (~156 cells).  

 
It is shown in Table 10 that half of the profile is obtained for both samples when applying the 

DNA directly to the Indicating FTA® Micro Card and performing PCR.  

>&"8/92J9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9@0.1'4.#5$678$'%%/-#5$+"$;)8$4'15(9D/*!2,F'*!-/&G-!2/*!1H)F*+!&A!,''*'*-!A&H1@!G/*1!
,77'(01;!$TTT!7;!&A!*B2+,.2*@!456!2&!,1!S1@0.,201;!CD6`!^0.+&!:,+@!,1@!7*+A&+)01;!%:?!G02/!6)7'09$:4O&'@!,-!2/*!
456!7&'()*+,-*!A&+!9"!.(.'*-!G02/!2/*!DG&!7/,-*!7+&;+,))*#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

Sample 

No. 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 14 2 0 
1000 

2 15 1 0 

:&1-*1-H-!7+&A0'*! >4?4@4 "T! "! T!

 

;).5%/9C9S9]#/49;>!9'&%4(9D/*!70.2H+*!0''H-2+,2*-!,1!
S1@0.,201;!CD6`!^0.+&!.,+@!G/*+*!-&'H20&1!/,-!F**1!,77'0*@!
RG/02*!@&2-N!,1@!7H1./*@!&H2!R@,+I*+!@&2-N#9
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When combining the results from both samples 20 of 31 true alleles with an rfu > 50 were 

found. No allelic drop-ins with rfu > 50 appeared.  

4.3 DNA profiling from lymphocytes applied on FTA card 
Lymphocytes from a single person 
A dilution series of the lymphocytes were made and applied on FTA cards the same day as 

they were collected. The experiment was conducted the following day. Three samples were 

run in the PCR for the amounts estimated to contain 2 and 1 cell respectively. Only one 

sample was run of the other amounts. The complete results from Lymphocytes from a single 

person can be seen in Appendices II - Lymphocytes from a single person. A summary of the 

result is displayed in Figure 6. 

!

!

;).5%/9H9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9A?2%&+4?.#($31+2$'$(-"B/#$%#1(+"(9D/*!1H)F*+!&A!'&.,2*@!,''*'*-!A&+!*,./!-,)7'*!G/*1!
'()7/&.(2*-!G*+*!,77'0*@!&1!,1!CD6!.,+@#!!D/*!1H)F*+!&A!.(.'*-!G,-!-*2!2&!9"!,1@!6)7'09$:!O&'@!G,-!H-*@!,-!2/*!
456!7&'()*+,-*#!a01.*!1&!2+H*!,''*'*-!G02/!,!7*,I!/*0;/2!'&G*+!2/,1!+AH!>T!&..H++*@!1&!-H./!@,2,!0-!@0-7',(*@#!S1!
-,)7'*!"R"N!,1@!$R$N!02!0-!'0I*'(!2/,2!1&!.*''-!G*+*!01.'H@*@!01!2/*!L&'H)*!,77'0*@!&1!2/*!.,+@-#9

 

For the samples named 2(2) and 1(1) it is easy to argue that probably no cells were included 

in the volume applied on the cards. Almost no allelic drop-in occurred which is extremely 

successful since allelic drop-ins prohibit the possibility to establish a full correct DNA profile.  
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Sample 1(2) with an estimated amount of one single cell resulted in a noteworthy 

electropherogram where 20 out of 25 true alleles were found. No allelic drop-in with rfu > 50 

appeared in the results. The electropherogram for sample 1(2) can be seen in Figure 7. It is 

only for two allelic markers that no allelic peaks can be established. 

!

!

;).5%/9P9S9X8/'$%1G?/%1.%&+9-%1+9A?2%&+4?.#($31+2$'$(-"B/#$%#1(+"(9D/0-!0-!2/*!-,)7'*!$R"N!A+&)!VB7*+0)*12!V#!
D/*!*-20),2*@!,)&H12!&A!.*''-!0-!&1*#!D/*!.*''!-H-7*1-0&1!/,-!F**1!,77'0*@!2&!,1!S1@0.,201;!CD6`!^0.+&!:,+@!,1@!%:?!
G,-!7*+A&+)*@!G02/!6)7'09$:4O&'@!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#!DG&!7/,-*!%:?!G,-!H-*@!,1@!2/*!1H)F*+!&A!.(.'*-!G*+*!
-*2!2&!9"!.(.'*-#!S2!0-!&1'(!A&+!2G&!,''*'0.!),+I*+-M!DXT$!,1@!4$9a9$8!2/,2!1&!,''*'0.!7*,I-!,77*,+*@#9

 

It is also remarkable that all true alleles showed values higher than rfu 50. Although, it is not 

certain that no more than the estimated number of cells was applied on the cards.  

The results show that it is of great relevance to further develop this method using FTA cards. 

The laboratory work was relatively easy to conduct since no washing of the cells, lysis, or 

extraction needed to be performed and the cards are also easy to save for future work. 
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Mixed lymphocytes from two persons  
In Table 11 the results obtained for the mixed samples in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 are 

shown. All results from the experiment are displayed in Appendices III – Mixed lymphocytes 

from two persons (Experiment 1) and Appendices IV – Mixed lymphocytes from two persons 

(Experiment 2) since some additional samples were included in the experiments and also 

because some allelic drop-in occurred. The main difference between the experiments is that 

Experiment 2 used a kit from the daily routines at the department and had therefore not been 

unfrozen as many times as the kit in Experiment 1. Only heights with rfu > 50 has been 

inserted in the tables and therefore also been considered valuable for the result.  

In the sample (~2*7) in Experiment 1 rather many alleles were found. It is though likely that 

the sample mainly contains lymphocytes from the male subject even though the striped 

squares may imply female lymphocytes. However, the alleles present in both the female and 

male subject cannot be distinguished from each other and they can therefore represent the 

female subject as well.  

As can be seen in Appendices III – Mixed lymphocytes from two persons (Experiment 1) the 

number of found alleles decreases with decreasing amount of cells, which is to be expected. 

When interpreting the results, it is worth noting that the number of lymphocytes in XX50 is 

equal to the number of cells from the female subject in (2*50) as the mix contains 50 cells 

from each person. Therefore their heights should be similar. XX25 is equal with (2*25) and 

XX13 is equal to (~2*13) etc. 

For the amount of (~2*4) cells in Experiment 2 not many alleles are displayed but the two 

appearing have remarkable high peaks originating from the female subject. This can prove 

that it is possible to performing this type of analysis on very minute amounts of cells if 

surrounding parameters are optimized. In this sample also two allelic drop-ins of significant 

height appeared which can be seen in Appendices IV – Mixed lymphocytes from two persons 

(Experiment 2). 

The (~2*4) sample in Experiment 2 also shows that as only a few high peaks occur it is not 

likely that clusters have emerged and thereby disrupted the analysis to generate a false full 

profile in relation to the expected amount of cells. If a cell cluster had been applied on the 

card and used in the sample then more alleles would have emerged in the analysis and not 

only a few high peaks.  
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!

 

>&"8/9229S9F/#58$#9-%1+9C-0#5$/?2%&+4?.#($31+2$.*+$%#1(+"((!D/*!2,F'*!-/&G-!2/*!+*-H'2-!A+&)!2/*!)0B*@!-,)7'*-#!Y1'(!
2+H*!,''*'*-!,+*!@0-7',(*@!,-!,''!+*-H'2-!A+&)!2/*!*B7*+0)*12!.,1!F*!-**1!01!2/*!,77*1@0.*-#!6''*'*-!&..H++01;!01!F&2/!2/*!
A*),'*!,1@!),'*!-HFb*.2!,+*!-2+07*@#!6!)0B!.&12,0101;!$TT!'()7/&.(2*-!0-!),+I*@!R"c>TN!,-!02!.&12,01-!d>T!'()7/&.(2*-!
A+&)!2/*!A*),'*!-HFb*.2!,1@!d>T!'()7/&.(2*-!A+&)!2/*!),'*!-HFb*.2#!D/*!1H)F*+-!01!2/*!2,F'*!+*A*+-!2&!2/*!,''*'0.!7*,I!
/*0;/2#!9"!%:?!.(.'*-!G*+*!+H1!,1@!6)7'09$:4O&'@!G,-!H-*@!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#!40AA*+*12!I02-!G*+*!H-*@!A&+!
A5*-6,&-'%4>!,1@!A5*-6,&-'%4@#9
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5 Discussion 
Each experiment is discussed individually since each contributes with unique information.  

5.1 DNA profiling from extracted DNA 
The first block of experiments concerned extracted DNA. The acquired knowledge from these 

experiments was valuable for the further analyses. The gained experience regarding working 

with small volumes was also important for the following work. 

Initial experiment on extracted DNA 
A low DNA amount such as 20 pg produced a profile consisting of 26 out of 31 alleles. No 

allelic drop-in occurred. This experiment shows that the daily routines at the laboratory can 

establish a full DNA profile with very small amounts of DNA. The DNA used was however 

extracted and purified and the result can therefore not be directly translated to a specific 

number of cells. Whole cells also contain other factors complicating the amplification and 

identification. The results show that minute amounts of DNA are detectable. 

Consensus profiles from extracted DNA 
In this experiment several equivalent samples with the same amount of DNA were analysed 

with the aim to generate a full consensus profile created from rfu averages from the samples. 

Amounts lower than 5 pg DNA should not be able to give a full profile as it is less DNA than 

a cell contains which means some DNA fragments will not exist. A more diverse result is also 

seen amongst the four samples. The results show that four single cells from the same origin 

should be able to produce an almost full consensus profile when averaging the results. 

Four setups of PCR and two different enzymes 
Two different parameters were analysed in eight different settings. Firstly, the number of 

cycles in the PCR was set to 28, 30, 32, and 34. Secondly, two different types of DNA 

polymerases, AmpliTaq Gold and PicoMaxx High Fidelity, were studied. 

It was clearly seen that PicoMaxx High Fidelity was able to detect more true alleles than 

AmpliTaq Gold. However, it was also revealed that more allelic drop-in occurred, which is 

undesirable. The allelic drop-ins were consistently lower in the settings using AmpliTaq Gold, 

which is a quality of the enzyme that must be taken into consideration. 
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Regarding cases where the DNA profile is known, as in situations with a bone marrow donor 

and a receiver, it might be an advantage to use PicoMaxx High Fidelity despite its ability to 

produce allelic drop-ins. It is however important to be certain of the two persons own DNA 

profiles and the purpose of the investigation.  

5.2 DNA profiling from extracted DNA applied on FTA card 
Experiments started with extracted DNA to evaluate the possibility of acquiring a true profile 

from small amounts of DNA applied directly on FTA cards. However, by using extracted 

DNA it was not guaranteed that whole DNA sequences were applied on the card. It was still 

important experiments since it allowed the verification of the possibility of experiments 

applying small amounts of cells directly to the card. 

According to the results from previous experiments (Four setups of PCR and two different 

enzymes) the total number of cycles was set to 32 with the two phase programme and 

AmpliTaq Gold was used as the DNA polymerase to optimise the surrounding conditions. 

Although the full profile was not obtained it was positive that no allelic drop-ins appeared and 

disturbed the profile. This shows that it would be preferable to use the Indicating FTA® 

Micro Cards when handling small volumes and optimize surrounding parameters to find the 

remaining true alleles that did not appear during the current conditions. 

It is important to remember that there is no guarantee that the whole DNA sequence is 

presented in the 0.5 µL DNA solution that is added to the FTA card, as it is such a minute 

volume. The amplification of an allele will of course not yield any results if the starting 

material and thereby the allele does not even exist in the paper punch. The allelic dropout 

might therefore be explained by the fact that no complete DNA sequence was transferred to 

the card.  

5.3 DNA profiling from lymphocytes applied on FTA card 
Lymphocytes from a single person 
By adding lymphocytes directly to an Indicating FTA card several complicating steps 

regarding lysis of the cells and extraction of DNA are circumvented. It is also easy to 

manually make a punch right on the spot as the card changes colour at the area where the 

solution is applied.  

The cards are easy to handle and protects the DNA from outer damage. The card also contains 

preservatives that inactivate bacteria and viruses, which both protect the samples from 

contamination and persons handling the cards from infections. 
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The experiment was considered very successful as several alleles were found and no allelic 

drop-in with heights over rfu 50 emerged in the samples from the cards containing 

approximately 1 cell per dot. Although it is important to remember that there is no way to 

validate that the true number of cells applied on the card is one. The cells can aggregate and 

create clusters containing several cells, which naturally would affect the experiment’s 

outcome. 

Many true alleles were found for sample 1(2) and 1(3), which held the estimated amount of 

one cell. Approximately the same results were seen for sample 2(1) and 2(3), which held the 

estimated amount of two cells. It is though possible that those samples contained the same 

amount of cells and that the amount is different from one and two cells. Almost no allelic 

peaks occurred for sample 2(2) and 1(1) which probably is a result of that no cells were 

included in the volume applied. Those samples also verify that the DNA is not free in the 

suspension since that would have resulted in peaks. 

Regarding the dilution series and the minute volumes (0.5 µL) applied on the card there is a 

reduced risk that the number of cells is much higher than just a few but aggregation must still 

be considered. A full profile, probably without many allelic drop-ins, is most likely to be 

established by a consensus from several single cell samples.  

No weak true alleles, rfu <50, appeared in the electropherograms which proves that true 

alleles are relatively easy to find and determine. Only six peaks in the experiment were higher 

than 50 rfu and false which overall is a great result and give grounds for further 

investigations. Due to outer circumstances and the small amount of DNA it is probably 

impossible to exclude false peaks completely although the overall aim is to diminish their 

numbers. 

Mixed lymphocytes from two persons 
Before handling and experimenting with these cells they were observed under a microscope. 

It could then be visualized that the main part of the cells laid freely in the suspension but a 

few clusters containing more than one cell were also observed. The risk for clusters of cells is 

therefore not negligible.  
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However, when looking at the results from the two experiments it is shown that the 

approximated lower amounts of cells show rather high allelic peaks. This could imply cluster 

formation. On the contrary lots of allelic dropouts are also seen. If the samples contained 

clusters of cells it would be more probable to obtain fuller profiles with high allelic peaks and 

not just occasional high allelic peaks. The results from this experiments therefore shows that 

the method handles a minute amount of cells although exact amount of cells cannot be 

established with the methods used. 

Analysing the results from Experiment 1 it looked like several primers had lost their capacity. 

The same kit had been used for all experiments and stored in a freezer between the 

experiments. Although the kit should be stored in freezer it might affect the reagents capacity 

negatively to be frozen and unfrozen several times. The effect of the freezing might play an 

important role when analysing minute amount of cells. Therefore it was decided to perform a 

similar experiment but with fewer cell dilutions and the kit used in the daily routine at the 

department. The kit used in the routine daily work might comprise a larger risk for 

contamination but it is also used more frequently and is therefore more fresh and not exposed 

to as many freezing and unfreezing between experiments. This possible degradation in quality 

might also be extra significant when performing analyses on minute amount of cells and 

DNA. 

It seems like Experiment 2 yielded better results than Experiment 1. The peaks were a bit 

higher and also a few more peaks emerged in the analysis. As it is plausible that the reagents 

quality affects the results it would be interesting to carry out further investigations and 

experiments in the matter.  

Experiment 2 also shows the same characteristics as Experiment 1. As the amount of cells 

decrease the number of allelic peaks also decrease and so does their heights. For the lowest 

amount of cells it is also shown that high peaks are still possible to obtain. If clusters had been 

present another type of pattern would have emerged for the sample. If the sample contained a 

cluster not only a few high peaks would have been found but also more allelic peaks had 

appeared.  
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6 Conclusion 
Working with this thesis has been an enjoyable experience. In the initial experiments (Initial 

experiment on extracted DNA) it was shown that a full profile would be possible to determine 

from 50 pg DNA (~8 cells) or maybe even as little as 20 pg DNA (~3 cells). It was clearly 

shown that it is possible to analyse these small amounts of DNA even though the surrounding 

factors and parameters must be optimised.  

In further analyses (Consensus profiles from extracted DNA) it was evaluated whether a 

consensus profile can be established from several samples containing the same small amount. 

However, if the available DNA amount is enough to analyse several samples it might be a 

better idea to analyse the entire DNA at the same time in one sample and not split it into 

several analyses. It was noteworthy that analysis of 10 pg (~2 cell) showed a high number of 

true alleles and few findings of false alleles. It was thereby proven that handling these small 

amounts of DNA is possible. 

After a study (Four setups of PCR and two different enzymes) performed to compare the two 

DNA polymerases PicoMaxx High Fidelity and AmpliTaq Gold and also comparing different 

number of cycles it was decided that AmpliTaq Gold and 32 cycles were the best parameters 

for further analyses. 

The most important part in this project was when the idea of using FTA cards emerged. 

Handling the cards and performing analysis on samples applied on them is a simplification of 

the DNA profiling in general and especially from single cells. When testing the method 

(Lymphocytes from a single person) it was clearly shown that this method is successful. By 

searching the literature and the web it was also found that this method has not been evaluated 

previously. One explanation to the great results could have been that cell lysis frees the DNA 

in the suspension but it is contradicted by the minute amounts samples not showing any 

results. Free DNA would have given rise to some allelic peak. 

One possible risk is that the cells create clusters and thereby more cells are involved in the 

analysis than estimated. Before initialising the last experiments (Mixed lymphocytes from two 

persons) the cells were visualised in a microscope and clusters could be seen although most 

cells were free in the suspension.  
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It could be seen in the experiments (Mixed lymphocytes from two persons) that high allelic 

peaks were found even though several allelic dropouts occurred. One might think that the high 

peaks appeared due to clusters but on the other hand it is contradicted by the range of allelic 

dropouts. A few high allelic peaks might be explained by reasoning that those alleles were the 

only ones found by the reaction mix. A small amount of cells applied on the cards may result 

in difficulties for the reaction mix to find and integrate with the minute amount of cells. 

Occasional individual DNA fragments found might explain the sporadic high allelic peaks 

shown. 

The possibility of aggregation in the cell suspension is important to bear in mind since it 

would greatly affect the results. During this project it was unfortunately not possible to 

exclude the risk for aggregation due to limited time for additional experiments. Further 

investigations should involve the usage of a microscope to pick single cells from suspension 

and apply them individually on FTA cards. Such procedure would ensure that only one cell is 

being amplified during PCR and the method could thereby be verified for single cell analysis.  

Another method would be to use wells containing only one cell and using external assistance 

to provide these wells. Picking a volume from these wells would mean that only one or no cell 

would be applied on the card. This would also allow for validation that the method is 

applicable for analysing a single cell.  

Further possibilities might also be to add some kind of reagent or drug to prevent the 

lymphocytes from gathering in clusters.  

Further investigations may also consider decreasing the number of allelic markers from 15 to 

between 5 and 10. To be able to identify a person the allelic markers must be chosen so they 

have a great variety in the population. It is possible that the number of markers is too many in 

relation to the amount of DNA. 

It was also implied in the results from Mixed lymphocytes from two persons Experiment 1 that 

reagents in the kit might have been damaged by being stored in the freezer between 

experiments and thereby was refrozen several times. Due to some results there is reason to 

believe that some of the primers in the mix might have had loss of quality. Some 

improvements could be seen when using a kit from the daily routine (Mixed lymphocytes from 

two persons Experiment 2). The quality and storage of the reagents should therefore be 

considered and maybe evaluated in further analyses.  
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The work has not only resulted in almost full DNA profiles on small amount of DNA but also 

a revolutionary new method for handling single cells and analysing them. With this method it 

is possible to generate a sufficient profile from approximately 5-10 cells. It is probable that 

the method can be optimised so it can produce a full profile from a single cell. 
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I 

Appendices I - Four setups of PCR and two different 
enzymes 
All false alleles with a rfu < 50 have been excluded from the data. Two phase PCR was used. 

*5GG8/+/,$929S9F/#58$#9-%1+9;+:1$(#.:%($+3$<9=$'"5$.*+$5-33#1#".$#">?2#((9?*-H'2-!A+&)!*B2+,.2*@!456!+H1!A&+!
"<!.(.'*-!G02/!6)7'09$:!O&'@!R677'0*@!P0&-(-2*)-M!:,+'-F,@M!ea6N!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg]  

Sample 

No. 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 12 13 0 

2 13 8 0 

3 20 3 0 
50 

4 9 13 0 

1 0 4 0 

2 0 6 0 

3 1 4 0 
10 

4 0 7 0 

1 0 2 0 

2 0 4 0 

3 0 2 0 
5 

4 0 5 0 

 
*5GG8/+/,$969S9F/#58$#9-%1+9;+:1$(#.:%($+3$<9=$'"5$.*+$5-33#1#".$#">?2#((9?*-H'2-!A+&)!*B2+,.2*@!456!+H1!A&+!
9T!.(.'*-!G02/!6)7'09$:!O&'@!R677'0*@!P0&-(-2*)-M!:,+'-F,@M!ea6N!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

Sample 

No. 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 16 7 0 

2 23 1 0 

3 19 2 0 
50 

4 22 1 0 

1 2 0 0 

2 6 4 1 

3 5 0 0 
10 

4 6 2 0 

1 4 1 0 

2 3 1 0 

3 5 2 2 
5 

4 0 3 0 



II 

*5GG8/+/,$9=9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9;+:1$(#.:%($+3$<9=$'"5$.*+$5-33#1#".$#">?2#((9?*-H'2-!A+&)!*B2+,.2*@!456!+H1!A&+!
9"!.(.'*-!G02/!6)7'09$:!O&'@!R677'0*@!P0&-(-2*)-M!:,+'-F,@M!ea6N!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

Sample 

No. 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 24 0 1 

2 25 0 0 

3 15 0 0 
50 

4 24 0 1 

1 3 0 0 

2 7 2 0 

3 5 0 0 
10 

4 19 2 0 

1 1 0 0 

2 2 2 0 

3 5 1 0 
5 

4 4 0 0 

 
*5GG8/+/,$9B9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9;+:1$(#.:%($+3$<9=$'"5$.*+$5-33#1#".$#">?2#((9?*-H'2-!A+&)!*B2+,.2*@!456!+H1!A&+!
9E!.(.'*-!G02/!6)7'09$:!O&'@!R677'0*@!P0&-(-2*)-M!:,+'-F,@M!ea6N!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#9
9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

Sample 

No. 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 24 0 0 

2 18 1 1 

3 22 0 4 
50 

4 22 0 0 

1 7 1 0 

2 7 1 1 

3 3 1 0 
10 

4 3 3 0 

1 1 0 0 

2 1 1 0 

3 1 1 2 
5 

4 1 0 0 

 

 



III 

*5GG8/+/,$9C9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9;+:1$(#.:%($+3$<9=$'"5$.*+$5-33#1#".$#">?2#((9?*-H'2-!A+&)!*B2+,.2*@!456!+H1!A&+!
"<!.(.'*-!G02/!%0.&^,BB!X0;/!C0@*'02(!%:?!-(-2*)!R6;0'*12!D*./1&'&;0*-M!a,12,!:',+,M!ea6N!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

Sample 

No. 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 9 16 0 

2 9 17 0 

3 17 0 13 
50 

4 13 0 1 

1 0 0 1 

2 0 0 0 

3 2 8 0 
10 

4 0 13 0 

1 0 2 0 

2 0 0 0 

3 1 5 0 
5 

4 0 0 0 

 

 
*5GG8/+/,$9H9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9;+:1$(#.:%($+3$<9=$'"5$.*+$5-33#1#".$#">?2#((9?*-H'2-!A+&)!*B2+,.2*@!456!+H1!A&+!
9T!.(.'*-!G02/!%0.&^,BB!X0;/!C0@*'02(!%:?!-(-2*)!R6;0'*12!D*./1&'&;0*-M!a,12,!:',+,M!ea6N!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

Sample 

No. 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 25 0 2 

2 23 1 8 

3 21 0 1 
50 

4 23 0 6 

1 10 0 6 

2 1 0 0 

3 13 0 5 
10 

4 9 0 5 

1 4 0 1 

2 5 0 1 

3 5 0 3 
5 

4 4 0 3 

 

 



IV 

*5GG8/+/,$9P9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9;+:1$(#.:%($+3$<9=$'"5$.*+$5-33#1#".$#">?2#((9?*-H'2-!A+&)!*B2+,.2*@!456!+H1!A&+!
9"!.(.'*-!G02/!%0.&^,BB!X0;/!C0@*'02(!%:?!-(-2*)!R6;0'*12!D*./1&'&;0*-M!a,12,!:',+,M!ea6N!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

Sample 

No. 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 24 0 8 

2 21 1 2 

3 20 0 3 
50 

4 22 0 1 

1 13 0 2 

2 13 0 6 

3 7 1 6 
10 

4 12 1 6 

1 7 2 7 

2 7 0 4 

3 3 0 5 
5 

4 9 1 3 

 

 
*5GG8/+/,$9I9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9;+:1$(#.:%($+3$<9=$'"5$.*+$5-33#1#".$#">?2#((9?*-H'2-!A+&)!*B2+,.2*@!456!+H1!A&+!
9E!.(.'*-!G02/!%0.&^,BB!X0;/!C0@*'02(!%:?!-(-2*)!R6;0'*12!D*./1&'&;0*-M!a,12,!:',+,M!ea6N!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#9

Amount of DNA 

[pg] 

Sample 

No. 

True alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

True alleles 

(rfu < 50) 

False alleles 

(rfu > 50) 

1 24 0 3 

2 19 0 4 

3 26 0 5 
50 

4 23 1 7 

1 7 2 6 

2 10 1 7 

3 9 1 8 
10 

4 7 1 7 

1 7 0 5 

2 8 1 4 

3 9 0 6 
5 

4 5 0 6 
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Appendices II - Lymphocytes from a single person 
*5GG8/+/,$9Q9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9A?2%&+4?.#($31+2$'$(-"B/#$%#1(+"(9D/*!2,F'*!@0-7',(-!,''!2/*!+*-H'2-!A&+!*,./!,)&H12!
&A!.*''-!A+&)!W()7/&.(2*-!A+&)!,!-01;'*!7*+-&1#!D/*!2+H*!,''*'*-!,+*!/0;/'0;/2*@!01!F&'@#9

!

!
 



VI 

Appendices III – Mixed lymphocytes from two persons 
(Experiment 1) 
*5GG8/+/,$92J9S9F/#58$#9-%1+9C-0#5$/?2%&+4?.#($31+2$.*+$%#1(+"($-"$@0%#1-2#".$D(9D/*!2,F'*!-/&G-!,''!
+*-H'2-!A+&)!^0B*@!'()7/&.(2*-!A+&)!2G&!7*+-&1-!G/*+*!'()7/&.(2*-!/,L*!F**1!,77'0*@!&1!CD6!.,+@-!,1@!
+H1!A&+!9"!.(.'*-!G02/!6)7'09$:!O&'@!,-!2/*!456!7&'()*+,-*#!D/*!+&G-!+*7+*-*1201;!A,'-*!,''*'*-!,+*!G/02*!
,1@!1&2!F&'@#!%*,I-!G02/!+AH!\!>T!/,L*!1&2!F**1!01.'H@*@!01!2/*!@,2,#9

!
 



VII 

Appendices IV – Mixed lymphocytes from two persons 
(Experiment 2) 
*5GG8/+/,$9229S9!889%/#58$#9-%1+9C-0#5$/?2%&+4?.#($31+2$.*+$%#1(+"($-"$@0%#1-2#".$E(9D/*!2,F'*!-/&G-!,''!
+*-H'2-!A+&)!2/*!*B7*+0)*12!G/*+*!'()7/&.(2*-!/,L*!F**1!,77'0*@!&1!CD6!.,+@-!,1@!+H1!A&+!9"!.(.'*-!G02/!6)7'09$:!
O&'@#!D/*!+&G-!+*7+*-*1201;!A,'-*!,''*'*-!,+*!G/02*!,1@!1&2!F&'@#!%*,I-!G02/!+AH!\!>T!/,L*!1&2!F**1!01.'H@*@!01!2/*!
@,2,#9

!

 


